Groups & events (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

context

context's contexts

out of context context-sensitive

decontextualize decontextualizes decontextualized decontextualizing

contextual contextual contextually contextualization contextualize contextualizes contextualized contextualizing
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- federal agent
- federal aid
- federally-funded

Federal

- confederation
- confederate

Federalism
- federalist
- federation
- federate
- federally
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Multiple-meaning-word map

In 1787, he attended another important meeting called the Constitutional Convention. There he signed the Constitution of the United States. (Ben Franklin)

Adults go to conventions that attract thousands of people who dress up as space aliens and cartoon characters, and as real people who lived in different periods in history. (Clothes)

It had been agreed that the convention between Turkey and the Great Powers should last for five years, and only two years for Rumania, Yugo-Slavia and Greece. (Time, 1923)

the usual way of doing things (n)

Edwards flouted convention by often travelling with female rather than male companions. (Monster, she wrote)

an agreement between countries or groups of people (n)

She made a point... of addressing him always as "Monsieur l'Ambassadeur," as a social convention as well as from an exaggerated respect for his Ambassadorial rank,... (In search of lost time)

In 2004, an international agreement, the Stockholm Convention, banned DDT except in certain cases for control of malaria-carrying mosquitoes. (Zika virus)
Ants live in large colonies. These colonies, living in **networks** of passageways, several feet below the earth's surface, often cover an area of fifty to one hundred square yards. 

*(Ants)*

She became a famous leader of the Underground Railroad, a secret **network** of households that provided food and shelter to runaway slaves. 

*(Harriet Tubman)*

"That's what the petition is about," Dale explains. "If the **network** sees that lots of kids like the show, they might keep it on."

*(Carl the complainer)*

Your brain contains about billion thinking cells called neurons, all connected up like a vast web... At night your brain rewire this **network** to make it more efficient. 

*(A lean, clean thinking machine)*

YouTube is talking with television **networks** and Hollywood movie studios. YouTube would pay them so it can show their TV shows and movies. 

*(YouTube Red)*

A **large number of long, thin things that connect at many different points** (n)

A **system of connected things or people that work together** (n)